May 6, 1966

SPECIAL BULLETIN ON AVG & CNAC JOINT REUNION -- MALLORCA, SPAIN JUNE, 1966

Plans for the trip to Mallorca are firming up. We plan to leave from Newark on June 25, 1966, at 3:00 p.m. (EDT). For those who want transportation from Los Angeles or other FTL points, contact Deirdre Sullivan in Len Kimball's office at 646-3866 at Flying Tigers. At Newark, check in at the Consolidated Ticket Counter at Newark Airport at least two hours prior to departure time.

The plane will return from Mallorca at 10:00 a.m. on July 15, 1966, landing at Madrid at noon and is due in New York July 15 at 7:00 p.m.

The CL-44 holds 165 people and reservations are now almost to that number.

Robsert has planned a swell time for us in Mallorca. Here is his schedule:

- **Monday 27 June**  
  Lunch - Evening Bar BQ and a bullfight.

- **Tuesday 28 June**  
  Excursion (incl. lunch) to Caves of Drach - Cocktail party Kusak - Back to Hotel for Dinner.

- **Wednesday 29 June**  
  Lunch - At Hotels - Dinner at Las Termas (Typical Majorcan Finea)

- **Thursday 30 June**  
  Champagne cruise and beach party  
  Fashion Show at Son Vida - Dinner at Hotels.

- **Friday 1 July**  
  Lunch - At Hotels

- **Saturday 2 July**  
  Dinner - Fairwell party - Son Vida

DICK ROSSI
Note from Treasurer: Oliver Glenn

Received to date for plane transportation .......... $ 300-
Received to date for Balie hotel ............... $ 50-

_____ Singles _______ Doubles for 3 Persons $ 

TOTAL RECEIVED ...... $ 350-

Balance due $ 300-

R.M. Smith

Trip plans for connection with Mallorca flight:

Flying Tiger will get you to Newark from any of the following terminals:
Seattle - Portland - San Francisco - Los Angeles - Chicago - Detroit - Cleveland
Since you should be in Newark on Saturday, June 25, at least two hours before
departure of the Mallorca flight, you should plan to catch Tiger domestic flights
into Newark from one to two days prior to June 25. This is particularly important
for those coming from the West Coast. The earlier in the week that you can de-
part the coast, the easier it will be to accommodate you.

There are the following flights out of the West Coast terminals nightly:
Seattle - one; Portland - one; San Francisco - two; Los Angeles - two.

Those boarding at other terminals can plan to leave on Thursday or Friday,
but it will be impossible to accommodate the West Coast contingent on one or
two nights. So we request that you plan to go east from the coast starting as
early as Wednesday.

We will take your plane reservations on a first come, first serve basis.

So please let Len Kimball's office know as soon as possible what night you
will plan to depart the terminal nearest you. You will then be advised what
flights can accommodate you. We will get this information to you no later than
June 1, so you can make your individual departure plans.

Address Kimball's office as follows:

AVG/CNAC Group, c/o Public Relations, The Flying Tiger Line
7401 World Way West, Los Angeles International Airport
Los Angeles, California 90009 ........ or telephone Area Code 213/646-3866.

On the departure from Europe to the United States, we would prefer to pick
everybody up at Madrid. If we have to originate the flight at Mallorca, we may
run into flight crew duty time problems, which could delay the flight, so, if
at all possible, please schedule the start of your return flight to the United States from Madrid. On the return flights on the domestic and, we'll be making arrangements to get you out of New York pronto.

ADIOS, SENORES AND SENORITAS.
PASSenger List as of June 13, 1966
AVG - CNAC
June 25, 1966 Charter Flight
to
Mallorca, Spain

Burgard, George Turner
Burgard, Helen Mary AVG
Burgard, Ray Travis
Cameron, Donna L. Rae AVG
Carr, Ione
Carr, Peer C. CNAC
Carr, Philip
Carroll, Glen Howard CNAC
Carroll, Shirley Smith
Cherry, Nadine N.
Clouthier, Dorothy A. AVG
Clouthier, Lee Paul
Cummins, Carl William, Jr. CNAC
Cummins, Elizabeth Ruth
Cunningham, Elsie H. CNAC
Dalby, Ina Jane CNAC
Dalby, James Morrison
de Salvatore, Alan
de Salvatore, Denise CNAC
de Salvatore, Olga T.
de Salvatore, Vincent
Dillon, Evelyn Rossi
Dolan, Phyllis L. AVG
Dolan, Walter J.
Fassett, Jacob S. CNAC
Fassett, Mary K.
Flatau, Herbert
Folz, John C. CNAC
Folz, Susan K.
Fox, Thelma D.
Friedkin, Gregory E.
Gallagher, Philip J.
Gallagher, Robert M. D. AVG
Gallagher, Robin Victoria
Gallagher, Sibyl S.
Gin, Wei CNAC
Glenn, Forrest Lamont
Glenn, Oliver Steele CNAC
Glenn, Rosemary Maud
Hanks, Daphne
Hanks, Emma Jane CNAC
Hanks, Fletcher
Hauser, Willis Van Alstyne
Hofman, Denise
Hofmann, Andre A.
Jernstedt, Don E.
Jernstedt, Genevieve W. AVG
Jernstedt, Katherine A.
Jernstedt, Kenneth A.
Jura, Ralph
Jura, Rita D.

Kiers, Dorothy
Kiers, Walter
Kimball, Len
Kimball, Helen
Kustay, Anna AVG
Kustay, Stephen
Laube, Lavon D.
Laube, Paul J., M. D. CNAC
Laube, Sara Louise
Leslie, Natalia B. CNAC
Ludlow, Clara Thelma
Maher, Mary Lee
Maher, Patrice Leise CNAC
Maher, William J.
Maner, Virginia L.
Marlowe, Cathy
McCaleb, Robert CNAC
McCaleb, Thelma
McDonald, Margaret Spain CNAC
McDonald, William Clifford
Moser, Emily Louise
Moser, Meredith Paul
Moss, Jane Austin
Moss, Margaret A.
Moss, Merry Lynne CNAC & AVG
Moss, Richard L.
Moss, Robert Charles
Moss, Steven
Older, Barbara Ella
Older, Catherine D.
Older, Catherine Ellen
Older, Charles H. AVG
Older, Charles S.
Older, Nancy Lorraine
Older, Robert T.
Older, Victoria D.
Parry, Addison Julius
Parry, Vera Natalie
Paull, Lottie May AVG
Poshefko, Joe AVG
Poshefko, Mary
Potter, Carroll A.
Quinn, Walter Ritchie CNAC
Regis, James E. AVG
Regis, Eleanor E.
Rengo, Laura
Rengo, Linda CNAC
Rengo, Robert E.
Richards, Lewis Jones, M. D. CNAC & AVG
Roberts, Leon F., Jr.
Roberts, Lucille CNAC
Roberts, Tom Lee

-Over-
Passenger List (Continued)

Rossi, Dick  )  CNAC & AVG
Rossi, Lydia  )
Sherwood, Craig  )  CNAC
Sherwood, Robert B. )
Shrawder, Jerry
Shrawder, Angela
Shrawder, Maria
Shrewsbury, Mabel M.
Smith, Phyllis J.
Snyder, Shirlee Hope  )  CNAC
Snyder, Wayne Powell  )
Stem, Carol Leavelle  )  CNAC
Stem, Leon Thayer, III  )
Steward, La Vina Pearl
Taggart, Joy Fidelis
Tung, Chi-Pei  )  CNAC
Tung, Sophie C.)
Uban, Charles John  )
Uban, Charles John III  )
Uban, Emma Jo  )
Uban, Jolynn Mildred  )  CNAC
Uban, Mark Victor  )
Uban, Mary Ann  )
Uban, Stephen Alan  )
Uebele, Joan Pamela)
Uebele, John James  )  AVG
Uebele, Pamela Ann  )
Van Cleve, Charles Laube  )  CNAC
Van Cleve, Lucille M.  )
Veir, Mary Florence
Wade, Russell
Waldron, Alice R.
Waldron, Russell E.

Watson, Jules Marcus  )
Watson, Jules Henry  )  CNAC
Watson, Marjorie Bell
Whitwer, E. Eloise  -  AVG
Zucker, Barbara
SUPPLEMENT TO PASSENGER LIST
AVG - CNAC - June 25, 1966
Charter Flight to Mallorca, Spain

Breer, Pauline
Gangel, Kirby
Hauser, W. V.
Hedman, Duke
Hedman, Mary Anne ) CNAC - AVG
Hedman, Bob
Hedman, Mrs. Andrew
Leinhart, Dorothy

Merkel, Margaret
Thompson, Kathy
Walton, Harold
Walton, John
Warren, E. V., M.D.  Dug oat Forre's hand
Warren, Jane
Wong, Tommy ) CNAC
Wong, Margaret